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FROM ANOTHER SPORT

Team GB’s Ellie Simmonds
OBE swims for gold at the
2016 Paralympic Games, Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil.
// Action Images

SWIMMING
Ellie Simmonds OBE
Paralympic Gold-medallist
“I couldn’t have achieved what
I did without [my coach] Billy
Pye. He pushes me, but he’s also
very aware of who I am and
what I need. He treats me as
a human as well as an athlete.
He understands that it’s not just
about swimming relentlessly and
we can talk and be open with
each other.”

CYCLING
Sir Dave Brailsford CBE
GM, Team Sky
“The more time I’ve spent at the
cutting edge of sport, the more
I’ve come to realise that, while
we have all of this in-depth
knowledge, way more than we
could ever impart on a day-today basis, many of the things
we talk about are relatively
peripheral. It’s the doing part,
the practical application and the
attention to detail around that,
that really makes the difference.
It’s the things you can build on
and develop over time. So, while
we can think up a great idea,
unless it can be translated into
something simple, something
that people can actually put
into practice, it won’t have the
impact we’re after.”
ATHLETICS
Sally Gunnell OBE
Olympic Gold-medallist
“Knowing what you want to
achieve – this week, this month,
this year – is the first step to
achieving anything. Those
outside of sport could learn a lot
from athletes’ mental strength,
belief in their abilities and
setting of goals. Visualisation
was my key, as was finding the
right balance between singular
determination and openness to
new ideas.”
Tony Minichiello
Coach to Dame Jessica
Ennis-Hill DBE
“You have to stay two steps
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ahead of the athlete and keep
looking for ways to move their
training forward. You have to
look at how you can improve
your learning, whether that’s
from books, from the network
around you, from sports
scientists and other coaches. You
have to keep looking for the next
thing that will add value to your
training sessions.”
SAILING
Stephen Park OBE
Team GB Sailing
“We encouraged our athletes to
have good routines to control
the things they could control and
they each had a checklist to help
them plan. It was as detailed as
having a strategy for if they won
all of their first day races or lost
all of them, what they were going
to do if they had gear failure or
if one of their family got ill. We
try to operate in a logical world,
rather than an emotional one.”
Wendy Tuck
Clipper skipper
“One of the biggest things I
learned was to be kinder to
myself. We all make mistakes
especially on a yacht race, where
there is so much scope for error.
You have to give yourself a set
timeframe to be sad and angry
at yourself, then snap out of
it and get on with the race. I
also learned to delegate more.
During my second Clipper race,
we had some really good sailors
on board, so I coached them a
little, meaning they were more
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Management is tougher than it ever
has been, but I love my job and if it all
ended tomorrow I’d still be the happiest
man alive.

You need instinct as a manager, but you
need experience to back up the instinct.

I have always believed that the way you
behave and the way that you do things are
far more important than what you say.

I always feel that whether you create it
yourself or it happens vicariously, having
a strong spirit is essential.

It’s an ongoing process of selfdevelopment and if you stop thinking
that you can learn then you are in big
trouble.

Too often people focus on the end of the
journey and forget to live in the moment
and enjoy the journey as it is happening.

Tony Pulis

Fabio Capello

Roy Hodgson CBE

Martin O’Neill OBE

Alan Pardew

Brian McDermott
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I don’t want to impose my ideas on the
players, but they have to be convinced
that the ideas I propose are good.

You’ve got to create in the players’ minds
this thirst for knowledge, a thirst for
learning and, most of all, a thirst to take
responsibility.

It’s necessary to embrace the science side
of football, but it’s also important that
we don’t lose sight of exactly what the
game is.

I’ve never believed in forcing people
to do things. Even as the manager you
are still part of a team, a dream and an
aspiration.

The fans know I will always try my best
and if I ever make a mistake it will be an
honest one, made trying to do my best
for the club.

There are many ways to do things and
many ways to succeed. If there were a
single winning formula, everyone would
use it.

Carlo Ancelotti

Sir Alex Ferguson CBE

Steve Bruce

Roberto Martínez

Ally McCoist MBE

Michael Laudrup
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GARETH SOUTHGATE OBE

I’ve always enjoyed
talking with people,
getting to the heart of
what motivates them,
what’s important to
them and what’s going
on in their lives.

coach, it will be there somewhere
else, in other key roles within the
organisation.
A TEAM IS LIKE A LIVING,
BREATHING ORGANISM.
You have to constantly adapt
your approach as a leader,
because you’re managing an
ongoing process of change and
adaptation. In the short term,
for example, each member of
the team will be in a different
place psychologically after a
match. Some will have played
well, others will be disappointed
in their performance, and
those who didn’t play at all
will be wondering what your
response is going to be as the
manager. In the longer term,
meanwhile, the team evolves as
older players leave and younger
ones come through and need
to be integrated into the team
and understand its culture.
That culture itself needs to
be maintained and given your
attention, because while it might
seem well embedded it doesn’t
take much in terms of behaviours
and attitudes to put it at risk.
TO SUCCEED, YOU NEED
THE BEST TALENT IN EVERY
AREA.
Managers are now leading
bigger teams than ever and
have specialist support in every
department. What’s more, in
each of those areas things are
advancing incredibly fast; things
can change within days, with
new pieces of research out and

best practice shared quickly and
openly. Everybody is looking
for an edge, so we wouldn’t be
recruiting the right people if we
just went for individuals who
were comfortable in their skills;
we actually need people who
don’t think they know everything
already, people who are always
looking for ways to grow and
improve.
IT TAKES TIME TO BUILD
TRUST AND RAPPORT.
I’ve always enjoyed talking with
people, getting to the heart of
what motivates them, what’s
important to them and what’s
going on in their lives. The
longer you work with someone
and develop a relationship and
psychological safety with them, the
more open they tend to be, but it
takes time. It’s only through close
observation and communication
that you really discover what
your players’ individual needs
are. You can get a good idea of
where someone’s head is at, and
whether they might need some
additional support, from their
body language and behaviour,
but it’s only through really talking
to them that you’ll know the root
cause. It’s easy to make incorrect
assumptions about what’s going
on.
I’VE NEVER FOUND IT HARD
TO SHOW HUMILITY.
After all, things haven’t always
gone right in my own life, and
there are plenty of things I still
feel I haven’t achieved. I know
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there is always something more
for me to aim for and people and
experiences I can learn from.
What’s more, the sport itself
keeps you humble, because if
you don’t get things right there’s
always a potential defeat just
around the corner. Humility also
has to be coupled with a sense of
authority, because for people to
follow you they need to know that
you are competent, experienced
and knowledgeable enough to
deal with any situation that you
might come up against. They
need to be confident that you’ll
be able to help them get through
any problems they face and that
you aren’t going to crumble
under the pressure.
MATCHDAYS AT EURO2020
TOLD ONLY ONE PART OF
OUR STORY.
With any competition, you
begin with a vision of where you
want to take your side, and over
the course of the journey you
discover the best ways to work
with them. You constantly tweak
and refresh things along the
way - how you deliver meetings
and training sessions, engage
the players, and foster a strong
team identity. When I look back,
one of the things that gave me
most pride was to see how the
players behaved as a group, the
support, value and respect they
showed one another, regardless
of whether they made the final
11 or not.
WE ROSE TO THE OCCASION.
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Helen Webb.

“It’s not helpful, interesting or
valuable for art or commerce
or anyone to just replicate what
has been done before.” It was a
sentiment echoed by businessman
Herb Kohler, who said, “We
encourage the creation of
prototypes and, if at first they fail,
we’ll try something else.”
This willingness to take risks
and commitment to look for
opportunities to grow is one of
the pillars of a high-performance
environment, and it’s the job of
the leader to foster a culture with
continuous improvement at its
heart. Here, we’ve learned from
the insight of some of the world’s
foremost leadership experts,
who point to the need for solid
foundations, long-term thinking
and a willingness to question
everything, even when things are
going your way.
“One of the problems that
follows success is that we don’t
ask enough questions,” says
author Rasmus Ankersen.
“When we fail, we ask questions
(why did we fail, and how can
we improve?) but when we win
we just cruise on. That’s very
dangerous because if we don’t
know what made us successful
how are we going to be able to
consciously repeat it?”
“Winning is the result, the
question is what brought you
to the pitch in the first place?”
agrees Sinek. “Why do you
continue to show up every
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day? It’s when people feel a
part of something bigger than
themselves that things start to
shine. Some of the greatest
sporting coaches will say
winning comes second; it’s the
players that come first. These
are the coaches who think long
term, who say, it’s not about
winning this season, it’s about
winning every season.”
So the leaders behind the
most successful elite teams,
inside and outside of sport, are
creating the conditions in which
sustained success can take place,
regardless of short-term success.
“Managers who are taking
a more short-term approach
are simply playing for time,”
says Kerr. “That’s a failure of
leadership at an ownership level.
The right strategy has to be
to build a winning culture - a
championship team, rather than
just a team of champions.”
HOW WE DO THINGS ROUND
HERE
Ultimately, much of this boils
down to that much-used word,
‘culture’, that common set
of thinking that motivates
your people to behave in a
certain way. Annie Coleman,
Cerebellum Partners, likens
culture to an iceberg. “The
bits you can see - the espoused
values, ambition and purpose of
the organisation, are really just
the tip. Most of what makes a
culture goes on underneath; it’s
the interactions and the much
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I know the onus is on
me to role model as
many of our leadership
behaviours as I
possibly can.

Sir Hugh Michael
Robertson, Chairman
of the British Olympic
Association.
Action Images

more visceral experience you
have of an organisation.”
Annie Coleman.

Most of what makes
a culture goes on
underneath; it’s the
interactions and the
much more visceral
experience you have
of an organisation.

To lead soldiers in
active service is
one of the most
testing leadership
roles there is. To
keep people safe
and working at
their best, shouting
makes little or no
difference. You
have to be very
well trained, have
your team’s trust
and keep reminding
them of the bigger
picture.

For David Brear, Group CEO
of 11FS, it isn’t dissimilar to
bringing up kids. “Being a good
parent isn’t about whether
my children act nicely when
my wife and I are around, it’s
about instilling the right values
and beliefs so that they’re good
people when we’re not there.
When your people actually
believe in what they’re doing
and share your purpose, then
your job as leader becomes very
different; it’s about facilitation
of culture, reinforcement of
what we’re doing and looking
for opportunities to grow and
diversify.”

There’s no better way to
reinforce your culture, however,
than to embody it yourself as
the leader, something Helen
Webb tries to do daily as Chief
People Officer of the Co-op. “I
know the onus is on me to role
model as many of our leadership
behaviours as I possibly can.
I’m a very open and direct
leader and I’m always looking
to develop relationships and
build trust. I’m not perfect, but
what’s really important is that I
demonstrate that I’m trying.”
She highlights, too, the value
in looking outside of your own
bubble for ideas and inspiration,
not only as a means to advance
the team or the organisation,
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but to improve yourself as a
leader. “As an example, over the
last 18 months I’ve been looking
globally, not just at fellow
cooperatives, but more generally
to see how other organisations
are developing their leaders from
within,” she says.
As the Leaders Club’s Stephen
Fletcher says, “Sometimes all
it takes to improve your skills
is being with someone who is
innovative and inspiring and
who raises possibilities you never
thought of before.”
INNER VOICES
It’s important that as leaders
we don’t focus so hard on our
immediate needs that we fail to
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VIVE LA DIFFÉRENCE

Manchester City’s Khadija
Shaw takes the knee
before the Women’s
League Cup Semi Final
between Manchester City
and Tottenham Hotspur
at the Manchester City
Academy Stadium.
// Action Images

Take something
as simple as an HR
professional sifting
through CVs. In one
study, researchers
sent out multiple CVs
that were identical
apart from the names
at the top - names
that might give some
indication of the
gender or race of
the candidates. The
researchers found
that recruiters
were analysing
the information in
each CV differently
according to the name
at the top.

to enlarge the toolbox at an
organisation’s disposal to
help solve the ever-changing
challenges the organisation
faces.”
The best innovations and
problem solving, he explained,
often result from a crosspollination of ideas across an
organisation’s diverse workforce,
rather than from brainstorming
within a heterogeneous group.
But Sky Sports’ presenter and
founder of the Racing Media
Academy Josh Apiafi went
further, saying it’s not just an
advantage to have a varied
demographic; it’s incredibly
unhealthy not to. This is a
particular problem, he pointed
out, at board level where long
tenures can mean inertia in an
organisation for many years.
“The world’s most successful
organisations are those with the
most diverse workforces,” he
said. “When everyone is from
similar backgrounds, you don’t
get diverse thinking or a diverse
range of perspectives and
experiences.”
Diversity in your team can
also be a real contributor to
creativity, added Cirque du
Soleil Vice President Bernard
Petiot. “It enables us to show
the full spectrum of human
capability. Sometimes it can be
a challenge to manage people
from very different cultural
backgrounds, but ultimately
they work well together because
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they are all pursuing the same
objective.”
UNSEEN INJUSTICES
It would be easy to assume, then,
that all an organisation needs
to do to become an inclusive
employer and reap the benefits
is change its recruitment and
retention practices, but it’s not
so simple. Despite all our best
intentions, when it comes to
recruiting a diverse workforce
and providing them with
equal opportunities to shine,
unconscious biases mean we
often fall short.
Professor Binna Kandola,
Partner and Co-founder of
Pearn Kandola, is a highly
respected business psychologist
who has written a number of
critically acclaimed books on
diversity, gender imbalance
and unconscious bias in
organisations. He explained in
the Manager that these subtle
biases pervade work and society.
“Take something as simple as an
HR professional sifting through
CVs,” said Kandola. “In one
study, researchers sent out
multiple CVs that were identical
apart from the names at the
top - names that might give
some indication of the gender
or race of the candidates. The
researchers found that recruiters
were analysing the information
in each CV differently according
to the name at the top.”
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“Ultimately, your whole person
wellbeing is essential for your
resilience and performance and
is critical to your effectiveness in
the role.”
LOW POINTS
Among the mental health
problems that people encounter,
depression and anxiety are
two of the most common and
both are linked to the kind of
prolonged stress that managers
often feel. While managers can
do little to change the nature of
the job, efforts to improve their
resilience, and better manage
their time and mental energy
can help to safeguard their
mental wellbeing against some
of its ill-effects.
Self-awareness, too, is essential,
enabling managers to recognise
the signs of increased stress
before things begin to snowball.
“Mood can spiral downwards
and, if problems are not properly
acknowledged and addressed,
mental health issues such as
low mood can become mental
illnesses,” says LMA Medical
Consultant Dr Allan Johnston.
“It’s important, therefore, to
be aware of how you’re feeling
and note any changes in your
behaviour or mood.”
Dr Artingstall agrees that early
identification is key, as it enables
those experiencing difficulties
to seek the right support, at
the right time and in the right
setting. “We know that early
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intervention can reduce the
risk of a crisis developing.
Unfortunately, misunderstanding
and stigma associated with
mental ill health can prevent
people from seeking support
when in need,” she adds. “The
more that we are able to educate
and encourage conversations,
the more we can break down the
barriers that misunderstanding
and misconceptions create.
“Other factors that can serve to
protect against mental health
problems and limit the impact of
a mental illness should it develop
include good physical health,
self-confidence and self-esteem,
and good problem-solving
and communication skills, says
Artingstall. “Support from
family and friends, a sense of
belonging and equality have also
been found to be important.”
BRAIN IN TRAINING
But of course, looking after your
mental health is not just about
prevention and minimising risks.
Mental wellbeing exists on a
spectrum, starting at someone
who is happy, self-confident,
in great relationships, resilient,
stress-free and productive and
continuing all the way to the
other extreme.
“It’s worth remembering that
if we do the right things, our
mental wellbeing can spiral in
a positive direction, so even if
you consider your mental health
to be good, it could probably
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YOUR
SAFETY
NET
In his piece on depression and
low mood in The Manager, Dr
Allan Johnston spoke of the
importance of being able to
recognise the support that’s
available to you, to access it
when necessary and to feel
grateful for it. Known as
‘perceived social support’, this
has, he says, been found to be
one of the main components of
resilience.

LMA Medical Consultant
Dr Allan Johnston
Dr Allan Johnston.
// Action Images
// Action Images

be better,” says Dr Johnston.
“We should always be looking
for ways to maintain or improve
our mental wellbeing, just as we
might our physical health.”
Biological, psychological and
social actions can all make a
positive difference, he adds.
“You could try to develop a
better sleep routine, eat more
healthily and avoid maladaptive
behaviours for stress, like
drinking alcohol excessively,
smoking or gambling. You could
take more regular exercise, speak
more to friends and family who
you trust, and be proactive about
your personal and professional
development.”

In essence, looking after your
whole person wellbeing is
essential if you want to be
mentally resilient in the face of
setbacks, disappointments and
crisis and help to minimise the
risk of small setbacks becoming
personal crises. But it’s too late
to think of it once that crisis
or setback has hit, points out
Johnston. The groundwork - the
stabilisers and growth tools that
help you deal with situations
- need to be in place already.
You’re then in the best possible
position to not just keep your
mental wellbeing on track but
keep moving it in an even more
positive direction.
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Conducting a personal support
audit, where you think about
who you would turn to for
support, what you would turn
to them for, how you would
contact them and what they
are able to provide, can be
particularly helpful here.
Remember that, through the
LMA Wellness programme, LMA
members and their families
have access to world-leading
healthcare professionals and
specialist clinicians across all
areas of wellbeing. Members
are offered regular bespoke
health assessments, personal
lifestyle guidance, and 1-to-1
mental and emotional wellbeing
support, 24/7.
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JUST SOME MOMENTS

In an emotional moment, NHS staff from Watford
General Hospital receive a round of applause from
fans at half time during the Premier League game at
Vicarage Road between Watford and Aston Villa.
// Action Images
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JUST SOME MOMENTS

Sir Alex Ferguson CBE acknowledges
the travelling Manchester United
supporters after his final game
in charge before retiring from
management, after a remarkable 5-5
draw at The Hawthorns.
// Action Images
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